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Over the course of ten weeks we were asked to design a UI that addresses an issue that we identified 
in current remote learning.. This course focuses on the core principles of human/computer interaction. 
This project was aimed at giving us a better understanding of the design process in computer based, 
user centered systems. We had full freedom to define, design, and develop any concept we could 
imagine.

PROJECT 
SCOPE



DESIGN 
PROCESS







DEFINING OUR 
PROBLEM

Problem Space
Currently there are limited technological tools to support students who struggle with 
ADHD/ADD in remote studying. 

Problem Statement 
Due to current circumstances students have been forced into remote studying and this 
has led to students to not retain enough information and lowered the amount of 
engagement and participation in classes which has led to a lower quality of education 
for students. Since the start of online learning students have felt very unmotivated 
towards their learning and this has especially affected students with ADHD and ADD 
and their overall engagement and motivation. 



What does our solution needs to do?
It needs to understand what students with ADHD struggle with most and provide 
them with a product that helps them in the online learning environment. Design a 
solution that addresses the improvement of engagement through coaching and 
motivation.

Our Approach:
During our whole process User centered design was the main driver, that is why user 
research played a big role on our design process. Students have had a hard time during 
online learning, experiencing short attention span and difficulty to concentrate, it is 
even worst for students with ADHD and ADD and that is why we chose them as our 
target audience. We approached this problem with empathy and a drive to help these 
students with their learning. 

DEFINING OUR 
PROBLEM



RESEARCH 
PROCESS



OUR
RESEARCH
GOALS 1. Gain a better understanding of our problem 

and how it impacts different stakeholders
2. Better understanding about what students 

with ADHD/ADD feel and experience with 
online learning

3. Build an understanding of what works well 
for people with ADHD/ADD

4. Build an understanding of how to properly 
engage students with ADHD/ADD

5. Determine the the ideal experience of online 
learning for students with ADHD/ADD



PRIMARY
RESEARCH
PROCESS Research articles

Case studies

Journals

News articles

Textbooks
With all our research we 
gathered data from

50+ Different sources



“People are social creatures” and can 
be motivated by each other

“People are motivated by progress, 
mastery, and control”

Key�Findings.



“Most productive people practice time 
management strategies everyday”

Key�Findings.



PRIMARY
RESEARCH
PROCESS 

General survey

User survey 

User interviews 

Diary kits

Observations

Affinitizing our data

With all our research methods 
we gathered data from a total of

109 people



GENERAL 
SURVEY 

71
Participants

17-23A
g

es

Purpose:�to�gain�insight�on�student�behaviors�
relating�to�engagement�and�focus�in�the�online�
learning�environment�



28% 
are diagnosed with ADHD or ADD

72% 
are not diagnosed with ADHD or ADD



53.5
%

43.7
%

40.8%

32.4
%

93%

Easily 
distracted

79%

Short 
attention 
span

Difficulty 
listening

Difficulty 
organizing 
tasks

Difficulty 
waiting for 
turn to speak

Difficulty 
following 
instructions

85%

Gets bored of 
activities

78%

Fidgeting

As a result to online learning….



What do students 
struggle with?

Productivity

Motivation

Engagement

Interaction

Time-Management

Staying Focused



How do you feel as though your time-management skills have 
been impacted during online classes vs. during on ground 
classes?

MAJORITY OF STUDENTS SAID THEIR TIME MANAGEMENT SKILLS HAVE 
WORSENED SINCE STARTING ONLINE CLASSES

Do you get distracted by your phone during class? 

ALMOST ALL STUDENTS SAID THEY DO GET DISTRACTED BY THEIR PHONE 
DURING CLASS. 

Answers to “why?” varied from because it is fun to 
because they can and no one can tell them otherwise. 



ADHD 
SURVEY 

26
Participants

17-23A
g

es

Purpose:�to�gain�insight�on�student,�with�ADHD�
or�ADD�behaviors�relating�to�engagement�and�
focus�in�the�online�learning�environment�



23 out 26
participants take medication for their ADHD to help them focus in school

Majority of people get accommodations 
from their universities. 



Students with ADHD ….

When asked how they felt in class most students said they were distracted, bored, 
anxious and struggle to engage. 

Many students told us that they like to fidget, play with things or doodle in class 
because they struggle to focus on one thing at a time. 

Most students with ADHD said that gamified class activities would help them engage 
more. 



Every single one of our participants 
struggles with time management.



USER 
INTERVIEWS

10
-  9 Students with ADHD  

- 1 Special Ed Teacher and Parent



We created a screener and a discussion guide 
to better understand the average student with 

ADHD. We also asked a professional about what 
she has observed over the years in her students 

and children with ADHD to get a better overall 
insight. 



INTERVIEW PREP

Screener
We developed a screener in order to carefully select the right participants for our study

Discussion Guides
We developed two discussion guides for our interviews, one for students with 
ADHD/ADD one for teachers . We ensured we had questions that were related to all of 
the areas we wanted to gain more insight into such as gamification, 
time-management, engagement, motivation, and more.



Interviews

STUDENT 
INSIGHTS

Students feel engaged in a positive environment 
where others participate. 

Having all of the information I need to manage time 
in one place would be very helpful. 

A more authoritative teacher supervising students 
would improve engagement.



Interviews

STUDENT 
INSIGHTS

Students turn off their camera because they feel 
vulnerable but this contributes to disengagement 

because it gives them freedom to do what they 
want.

Online classes tempt students to go on their 
phones despite them knowing it is disrespectful 

and distracting.

Professors need to be approachable and 
understanding because students with ADHD need 

extra help, accommodations, and understood.



Interviews

TEACHER 
INSIGHTS

Communicating and socializing with peers at 
school is very important to for a student. 

Helpful prompts from the teacher, such as tap on 
the shoulder or a reminder, is very useful for 

students with ADHD.  

Helping a student and understanding their 
accommodations is very important because 

students with ADHD are capable of the same things 
they just need extra time.

Visuals are very useful to help students with ADHD 
stay engaged.



DIARY KITS

6
Participants

18-21A
g

es
We�conducted�a�set�of�diary�kits�to�six�different�
students�with�ADHD,�we�used�this�to�document�
their�daily�experience�in�an�online�class,�get�in�
depth�empathy�from�our�user�from�their�
thoughts�and�feelings.

We�also�conducted�one�in�person�observation,�
where�we�sat�in�a�2�hour�lecture�with�a�student�
with�ADHD�and�observed�their�behavior�and�
tendencies.�



Diary�Kit

We�sent�virtual�kits�to�our�
participants�and�asked�students�
to�fill�it�out�before�and�after�
class,�to�reduce�in�class�
distractions.�



STAKEHOLDER 
MAP

From�our�gathered�data�from�the�interviews,�
diaries,�surveys�and�observations�we�created�a�
map�to�identify�the�people�affected�by�
engagement�in�the�online�atmosphere.�
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AFFINITIZATION

We�used�Miro�to�make�all�of�our�data�points�
from�our�research�and�placed�them�into�many�
sticky�notes�and�affinitized�as�much�as�possible.��







MARKET 
RESEARCH



Through our market research we found that multiple platforms were using gamification approaches to improve 
engagement and performance. Multiple platforms target students from pre k to 12th grade, focusing on young ages. 
Learning management systems bring gamification to the corporate world, focusing on adults. There is a gap between 
these two were college students with ADD/ADHD find themselves, this is our target audience. 

Children
Pre-k to 12th grade

Adults
24 onwards

College students
17-23



Main features

IXL LEARNING

Limitations

Main features

LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Limitations
Personalized learning plan, 
progress diagnostics, 
engaging gamified tests

Pre-k to 12th grade 
audience

Custom learning experience, 
Automated administrative 
processes, 

Elements like badges, 
certifications, fun 
competitions, gifts are 
incorporated into the training 
to motivate employees to 
reach their goals

Made for corporations
Does not take into account 
learning difficulties 



Main features

Amazon ALEXA

Limitations

Main features

Google assistant

Limitations

Voice control, home control, alarms timers, 
calendars, entertainment, news and information

No tools for studying, no follow up on tasks 

Voice control, home control. Task manager, alarms, 
timers, calendars, day planification, entertainment, 
information

No tools for study or task follow up



USER 
PERSONAS

After�going�through�all�of�our�data�points,�we�
followed�by�narrowing�it�down�to�nine�different�
empathy�maps�and�from�our�participant�maps�
we�found�our�user�personas!



target audience

STUDENTS WITH ADHD/ADD
AGES 17-23
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HOW MIGHT WE?



HMW?

How might we create helpful distractions 
within the learning environment?

How might we foster deeper connections 
between students?

How might we  guide students through their 
tasks?

How might we adapt the online environment 
to be more of a physical environment?

How might we replace lectures with other 
learning?

How might we foster a positive learning 
environment through participation?

How might we make students comfortable 
with participating in class?

How might we use phones to engage students 
in class?

How might we use incentives to improve in 
class engagement?

How might we make students comfortable to 
be seen in class?

How might we make class feel like hanging out 
with friends?



STORYBOARD & 
CONCEPT

We�developed�two�concepts�based�on�research�
and�our�ideation�based�on�what�solutions�our�
problems�needed.�



How might we create helpful 
distractions within the 
learning environment?



Mira!
What It is:
Small help buddy for desk that user customizes to assist with 
tasks regarding time management, focus, attention span, 
reminders, prioritizing, motivation. 
Lights up and has a voice assistant to remind you of tasks. 
Connected to a mobile app so you can make it your own! 

How it helps our user:
Helps with scheduling and time management
Helps with reminders
Helps with useful distractions that redirect attention
Helps with motivation





How might we make students 
more comfortable being seen 

and participating in class?



What it is:
Multi-purpose platform in which each user has a 
virtual avatar that is their online persona, the 
platform has a visual reminder system within the 
platform and gamified activities for both teacher and 
student use.

How it helps our user:
Comfortable in online environment by not showing 
their faces directly 
Helps teachers to engage and check on students
Helps students be more focused and engaged in 
online classes
Assists with time management

Unspotted



CRITERIA AND CONCEPT

We then went through a ranking process to determine which concept of ours meets 
the users needs the most. We ranked on a scale of 1-10 for 6 different categories.



Criteria

RELEVANCE
UnspottedMira!

10/10 10/10



Criteria

SOLVES PAIN POINTS
UnspottedMira!

9/10 4/10



Criteria

IMPROVEMENT 
BEYOND USE

UnspottedMira!

9/10 0/10



Criteria

MOTIVATION

UnspottedMira!

8/10 8/10



Criteria

ENVIRONMENT
UnspottedMira!

9/10 2/10



Criteria

INNOVATIVE
UnspottedMira!

8/10 8/10



DEFINING

Then, finally, we go to the designing phase. We outlines MIRA’s functions and began 
wireframing, prototyping and evaluating.



PHYSICAL PROPERTY
We have the focus triggers with visual and auditory 
notifications, it also has voice assistant. It has a phone 
charging dock to reduce phone usage and keep track of 
phone usage and engagement. 



PHYSICAL PROPERTY
The technology connects through Wifi  to your computer to 
use it’s camera for eye tracking in combination with 
machine learning that helps the app build accurate 
statistics about your learning habits. This information is 
used to help customize your app and give you the best 
course suggestions based on your learning. 



WIRE-
FRAMING



LOW-FIDELITY



LOW-FIDELITY



MID-FIDELITY



MID-FIDELITY



MID-FIDELITY



FIRST
PROTOTYPES



WIRE FLOWS



PROTOTYPES FOR 
EVALUATION



PROTOTYPES FOR 
EVALUATION



EVALUATING



EVALUATION GOALS



User Testing

Walkthroughs

Focus Group Interview

QuestionnaireHybrid of Rigorous and Rapid 
Evaluations

7 users

EVALUATION 
METHODS

1.

2.

3.

4.



SYSTEM USABILITY SCALE (SUS)

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently…………………………………………………………………………………. 4

2. I found the system unnecessarily complex………………………………………………………………………………………………………...1

3. I thought the system was easy to use…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...5

4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system……….…...1

5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated…………………………………………………………....5

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system…………………………………………………………………….….5

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly……………………………..…..4.25

8. I found the system very cumbersome to use…………………………………………………………………………………………………...….1

9. I felt very confident using the system…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...4.75

10. I need to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system……………………………………………...….1



FINDINGS



All of our users like the competitive 
aspect the most because it increases 
motivation.



Most of our users said that what they 
would use the most is the calendar and 
to do lists. 



The difference between “goal” 
and “task” is unclear 

Use language that clearly 
communicates the difference

Change the local menu at the 
top to be more clearly 
organized

Finding Solution





The “more” button on the 
current goals page is 
confusing, users didn't 
understand where this would 
take them

Add “more” button and page to 
allow the user to see “goal” in 
depth.

Finding Solutions





SECOND
PROTOTYPES



Final improvements we are making...



Final improvements we are making...



Final improvements we are making...



Final improvements we are making...



Physical product design...



Physical product design...



SECOND ROUND 
OF TESTING



Prototype tested...

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Qlo58iYoJafGG4uHxGZbGM4z3LFBexTh/preview


User Testing

Walkthroughs

Questionnaire

Rapid Evaluations

4 users

EVALUATION 
METHODS

1.

2.

3.



We repeated the same testing process

Positive feedback Improvements

Nice visuals
Visually appealing 
Easy to use 
Functional
User found it valuable 
Group goals stood out to the users

Small visual improvements
Hierarchy can be more notable
Graphs look too formal 



FINAL 
DELIVERABLES



Features

CALENDAR FEATURE

Our calendar feature acts as a 
time management tool but 
allows the user to view 
progress on their tasks and 
provides an overview of each 
day. 



Features

PROGRESS FEATURE

Uses statistics to provide 
motivation through showing 
the progress on three main 
topics that Mira is able to 
track: focus (engagement), in 
class phone usage, and hours 
they have spent studying. 



Features

PROGRESS FEATURE

We provide weekly feedback 
and the user can view their 
progress within different time 
frames. 



Features

GOALS FEATURE

This is our main feature for 
motivation to improve 
students success. 



Features

GOALS FEATURE

We have created a “group 
goal” system that allows the 
user to create goals such as 
“participate in class” and 
incorporated the friendly 
competitive aspect so users 
can be encouraged by not just 
themselves but by their peers 
as well. 



Features

COURSES FEATURE

Lastly, we added a page for 
helpful courses. From our 
research we found that many 
users would find courses 
personalized to their habits to 
be very useful. So here the 
user would be able to access 
personalized videos to aid 
them. 



Final mock-ups...



Final mock-ups...



Final mock-ups...



Final mock-ups...



Features

APP WALKTHROUGH

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1sbOXmH-xuIww3uTY33RmByQCdCqI2U-z/preview


Physical product design...



Physical product design...



3d printed model...





Design Choices

For our visuals we wanted to create 
something playful and easy to look at. 

Our color scheme focuses on the main 
purple color but incorporates other pops 
of color to create an engaging interface. 
We used very organic shapes in order to 
make something that didn’t look too 
analytical.  





Final Deliverables



Final Deliverables



Final Deliverables



Vision video 

Final Deliverables

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1K7yWTnoQTLVhmG9cMsI27ER1002kJL0a/preview
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